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Covering more than one hundred ailments, illnesses, and conditions, an A-to-Z guide to pet
health care presents some one thousand veterinarian-approved remedies for a wide range of
physical and emotional problems in cats and dogs. $75,000 ad/promo. Tour.

From Library JournalHaving a sick pet is a stressful situation. There is no way your furry friend
can tell you exactly what is ailing him or her. Some problems are fairly easy to remedy and can
be handled by an alert, knowledgeable owner at home. Others are indications of more serious
conditions requiring the intervention of a veterinarian. Here a panel of respected vets provides
hints for everyday pet healthcare. Each section includes descriptions and suggestions for coping
with or curing ailments ranging from arthritis to shedding. Almost 100 different symptoms and
problems are covered, and several of the chapters have a section entitled "When To See the
Vet." Though this book is not a medical reference or a substitute for veterinary care, it is full of
useful tips for making your dog's or cat's life more comfortable. Recommended for libraries
where interest in pets runs high.?Edell Marie Schaefer, Brookfield P.L., Wis.Copyright 1996
Reed Business Information, Inc.
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Rocklin Rollings, “It has given me some peace of mind especially when I can't get my dogs to
the vet.. I've had positive results using the recommendations in this book.I like that it's a
compilation of veterinarians, trainers, and others with practical knowledge.I've been to a number
of veterinarians over the years and have shared some remedies that one or the other hadn't
heard of before.The table of contents and the index are pretty straight forward. I found things
fairly easy.It does take some work to determine the better protocol in some cases.My dog, Buck,
was itching due to a new seasonal allergy. We had moved to a new area with different
allergens.He hadn't itched or scratched at all where we previously lived.The book gave
instructions about what to look for, where it's located, etc. to determine if your dog got into
something he's allergic to, or if it's an inhalant and so on.I put him on diphenhydramine 3 times a
day until the allergens curtailed.It has given me some peace of mind especially when I can't get
my dogs to the vet.I wish that I had it while my cat was still alive.”

joR, “General paperback reference-relevant for years!. I have been referencing this book for over
a decade now, as it is important to look up what you need to know before having to wait to go to
the vet. General information covers basic health issues and behaviors of your cats and dogs. A
book is so much easier for me to reference than the internet (where I don't believe most of what I
read). For more advanced pet health issues -- I still ask the vet and research online -- but only
the most accepted resources!”

Barbara Dunevitz, “book. the book is wonderful and very helpful. returned, because the print is
too small”

Barb, “Must Have Book for Dog Owners. This is a must have for any dog owner. Full of great
information. For instant...if your dog ate something that was bad. Like you dropped a pill he ate.
Do you know how to make the dog throw up? This book tells you how..plus lots of other useful
info.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great to have on standby. This book has a lot of helpful info.”

M. Downing, “Very informative for pet owners. This book is an excellent self-help book for pet
owners and I like the way each subject is separated by dog or cat so you don't have to read the
whole remedy and then find out it doesn't apply to your pet. This book could stabilize your pet
for transport to a vet or save your pet's life in an emergency.  Highly recommend!”

gejome, “helpful book to provide good care of pets when needed. Every pet owner should have
this book, in the event that their cat or dog should ever need medical treatment”



Jenny Oakes, “A MUST BUY FOR ALL DOG/CAT OWNERS. Purchased it for my daughter who
has two dogs very helpful for everyday probs saves unnecessary calls to the vet a must for every
dog/cat owner”

Graham, “It arrived on time .. Good book .”

Miss P., “Four Stars. Good remedies but not the sort of ones I was looking for. Not all ingredients
are easily found/bought”

The book by Karen Pryor has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 329 people have provided feedback.
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